Pearson announces latest release EQUELLA® 6.4 Digital Repository
Latest version responds to the requirements of global EQUELLA users, with a unique feature
set tailored to extend and strengthen engagement with core functionality
Melbourne, Australia, May 22 2015 — Pearson today announced the release of EQUELLA
6.4, the latest version of its award winning digital repository. Showcased earlier this year at
NAVIGATE NA 2015, our first ever EQUELLA User Conference in North America, the
anticipated release and new set of features received a positive response from attending
users.
EQUELLA 6.4 provides an advanced collection of features that support an enhanced user
experience, including; attachment control and display enhancements, extended search and
Videos view.
The new features set will enable global EQUELLA users within a wide range of schools,
universities, colleges, TAFEs, departments of education, corporations and RTOs to
effectively discover, manage and deliver engaging course content to support and improve
learning outcomes.
As part of this, the attachment changes, which includes both the new restrictions and the
ability to name and display different attachment controls in different sections on the
summary page responds to the direct requests of our user base.
The new attachment control and display enhancements provide users with the ability to
restrict attachment control by MIME type, file size and number of files, while also enabling
the display of one or more attachment controls within a contribution wizard in separately
titled sections on the Resource summary page.
Simon Wilkinson, EQUELLA Director of Product Management, Pearson said: “EQUELLA 6.4
introduces a suite of new features that address the requirements of our growing global user
base, with a collection of enhancements that improve usability and extend core
functionality, eliminating additional clicks and page views, while creating greater efficiencies
for our users.”
Additional key feature enhancements requested by users include:






Ability to add collaborators as a bulk action
Search enhancements to default Show attachments icon to open or closed at a
collection level for results pages in native EQUELLA and the integration screen
Access to an interactive EQUELLA database map
Videos view extended with new results view similar to Image gallery, which shows
video thumbnails and previews in one grid display
Copyright activation improvements for selecting previously activated portion
attachments to add to courses from the integration screen

For more information about implementing or upgrading to EQUELLA® 6.4, please contact
your dedicated EQUELLA Account Manager or email info@equella.com

